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About This Game

Long Night: Alone I break is the first episode of a three episodes season. The next episodes will be released in the next
few months

Concept

Long Night is a Third Person Survival-Horror video game series which aims to reconnect with the atmosphere of its ancestors,
the old classics from the 90's and early 2000

With this game Trickster Face wants to put Lurking Fear back to the center of the gaming experience, rather than pure action
sustained by an escalation of noisy special effects.

Here we have no shot guns nor giant monsters, but simply David, a youngster who can only count on your pugnacity and your
instinct, to survive, and save his friends.

Synopsis

This black tale takes place in an American holiday camp next to a forest, at the end of a summer in the nineties.
The heroes are a group of four teenage friends, accustomed to meet there every year. Spending their last evening together telling

horror stories for fun, they find themselves plunged into a nightmare, bringing their most secret anguishes to life, tormenting
them. All of a sudden everyone is on his own. During the night David will try to find and help his friends, but doing so, he will

have to face worse than the fear that pursues him.
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Features:

- Take control of your environment, keep the balance of your mental state to run and hide from your nemesis

- Resolve enigma to understand the intimacy of the 4 teenagers and become the wall between them and their fears.

- Explore Long Night camp to discover great side quests, giving better understanding of the background.

- Choose to play with Old School (without checkpoints and interaction icons) or Modern Gameplay (with all the help you want)

Warning:

Long Night is rated 17+ M for mature by ESRB for the following content

Violence
Blood

Sexual Themes
Nudity
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Title: Long Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Trickster Face
Publisher:
Trickster Face
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 Bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French
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Broken-ish and abandoned by the dev.. Personal Rating: 3.5 of 10

On the front, this game seems like a solid Hack & Slash RPG game with a rather unique and rare background story. I only
clocked a couple of minutes into the game and unfortunatly it is enough for one to discover what is lacking.

There are five characters, each with distinguish items and skills. You may only control 1 at a time while the remaining follows
you closely and automatically engage in combat. This is a great idea because playing as a weak bowman character will have
other melee character tanks for you.

Voice acting is sub-par. It tries to hard to be dramatic. If you are familiar Diablo and Torchlight series, the controls mapping are
similar. UI is good as you don't need to ponder which short-cut key maps to what. All the accessible features are displayed with
huge clear buttons. However, controls are clunky and sometimes irresponsive. Clicking to attack or move does not work
sometimes. Path finding is non-existance and your character may get stuck easily.

Animations is one of the issue as striking a moving enemy halts the animation but they are still gliding towards you. A.I. is
nothing to shout about. Would appreciate if other characters are livelier. They don't engage in combat enemies gets close within
a certain range to them. Safe to say, many elements are pre-programmed with static outcome. Another example is enemy
spawns and how other non-engaging enemies will aim for you always.

Sound settings does not work in the main menu. Shutting down all volume will still play the menu repetitive music.

This game can really be something if a little more resource is spent to refine and polish it. Overall, the graphics, soundtrack,
character design, combat, gameplay; well basically the core components are there and it isn't a bad game, just plagued by these
menial problems.. Game does not develop since the last year....

this game is already DEAD, and shall not rise from the dead

its just another abandoned project. this game is like megamen and ut is hard i liken it the 8-bit graphics are great the weapons
are like thge enemys 8/10it is nice i have and im by level 2 xD i like it it is cool. Despite i'm a casual player, i really loved this
one: there's everything for who prefers a well-done storytelling, so many choices that you could simplify the story... Or
complicate, who knows? A well-organized survival mode and a good tool crafting section complete the cold setting of the game!
I suggest you this, because it's worth it!. great example of low poly platormer adventure game. Really good game. Lots of units,
lots of very silly humour. Not sure how accuratley it implements the board game, but each level is a fun little puzzle in the
campaign game. Looking forward to getting some multiplayer games in if the scene is there, otherwise I'll have to buy it for a
friend and force them to play! Bit fiddly sometimes, but no crashes so far for me. Tutorial seems very good (a lot of complaints
about it here). Covers items you'd expect it to, interface is good at showing what is possible move wise, odds for direct assaults,
die rolls needed for hits...really, really good. Odd negative reviews from people who bought the game thinking it was something
else other than an impementation of a board game.. This is a very good game for being early access, well worth the buy if you
like Space sim games. Can't wait to see what the game is like when finished. I highly recommend this game even in its current
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state.. expected more torture. but it's free so there's nothing to lose... Absolutely unplayable. This is the worst game ever.
Nobody knew a game could be this bad. Sad!
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This game is quite different from other similar Doujin Vertical Danmakus (i.e Touhou) out there.
It's a little bit more leaning towards Resources management:
Your lives here are also your bombs, you're supposed to ram them into bosses for huge damage. They don't give you 30 lives on
the 1st stage on Normal for nothing. Don't worry though you can purchase them back in bulk between stages.
So it's dodging the bullets, ram yourself into the big enemies and cancel bullets for heavy scoring, then use the score items to
buy more lives. It's a quite different experience from normal STGs.. My PC runs most fps games in the 60-80 range with no
problem like Ark and The Long Dark. Now I only buy games that your able to use a controller with so when I saw that option
for this game I was thrilled and excited and purchased the game. I downloaded it and pressed play only to wake up in a
bathroom to begin my experience. First thing I noticed was the FPS wouldnt go over 2 which caused me to lag all over the place
then I noticed also that the controller wasnt working the way it should have. Overall my experience was bad I think this game
has some major issues that should have been sorted before being released. I was refunded since this game was not playable. I
will keep an eye out for updates and maybe try it again in the future when these problems are resolved.. I finally finished the
game. I enjoyed the general atmosphere surrionding the characters. The story was short, but sweet. Overall, I'd say it's worth a
playthrough.

. This game gives you extreme rage... But if you like little puzzles and stuff, get it... It's like something you would see in the
background of a YouTube video.... This game is designed to be as frustrating as possible. There is one boss that is hard, but can
be beat normally. Then you have a choice of:
A: Boss fight with a mob that dodges your attacks and literally blacks out the interface so that you have to just click randomly
around while your party dies.
B. Boss that only takes one point of damage. After about 10 minutes you get him down to 80% health and then he heals to full.

Maybe with a cheat guide there is some trick to these fights, but there is no feedback that will allow you to learn over time. So
even if such guide was available (currently is not), do you want to follow the cheat guide to play?

Also, after party got wiped out completely the game crashed so I don't know how it treats death. In a split second it looked like it
gave me 10 gold for dying. I need 1000 more gold to buy the cheapest new party member (not that this would help versus either
boss) so maybe if I died 100 times I could buy one and have some modest progress?

If you have that much free time, let me know how it turns out for you :). It's not a bad game still not a good one though, however
that Yu Play 3-rd party software is BS. Just BS. Not much else to be said.. This game is based on the indiana jones trilogy which
was made by Steven Spielberg and George Lucas. The game is just like the other lego games where you collect studs and minikit
buy new figures and clear the level. One of the problems with the game is that the level is to long which can take about 30 min
to beat a level. If you actully play a hour of this game in one sit you will get bored with this game since you just doing the same
thing. The last problems i have with this is the temple doom stage are just so boring that you will probaly skip this episode.
After all that you mayby find this game fun if you just play one stage each time you go into the game . otherwise you will hate
this game because is just like lego starwars and you are just doing the same stuff over and over again. You have to bee a fan of
lego games to love this game otherwise you will just find it okay. Massive framerate fluctuations, ranging from 30 to 200, vsync
broken. Uresponsive controller controls and no keyboard icons.

Could be a fun game, if the technical issues were resolved. For now, cannot recommend.

Refunded.
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